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Chapter 16, of the German novel, "Die Empfindung von Morgen" (The Sensation of the Morning),
by Hans Handke. The novel begins with two characters (two or three decades younger than their

counterparts in the last part of the novel) moving into their summer vacation flat in Diekirch
(Walloon Arrondissement, district of Luxembourg). It is early summer and the weather is

excellent. We learn very quickly that this is a vacation, a retreat, the "counter-revolution", or even
a "revolt". This time, however, nothing will lead us to believe that those who take part in this
retreat will take the slightest pleasure in it. The two day-trippers are a married couple: "The

Rademacher couple", as the narrator calls them, left Bremen because their only child was to have
been born on one of the "sick days". The Nazis had not approved this. So, they decided to take
this vacation. From a hotel in Diekirch, the two day-trippers, an old woman and a woman in her

40s or 50s, not married, headed to their tiny beach resort on the Meuse (Maas), where they would
live for the next four weeks. They would have been two normal European couples, except
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My sister and I are sitting on the drive up to her
place in the Santa Cruz mountains. I have been
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asking her all weekend and she’s finally answered
my questions. Me: What is the creation story for the
U.S.? Sis: The Santa Cruz Mountains, made from a

chemical reaction in the Pacific. Me: Did a meteorite
make all the terrain, or did it just rain enough to

wash all of the land down the hills? Sis: Looks like the
meteorite. It all happened rather quickly. Me: What
was the first foreign country to establish outposts
here? Sis: Mexico, approximately 3,000 years ago.
Me: Who were the natives? Sis: Native Americans.

Me: Who were the original settlers? Sis: The original
settlers were not human. They were aliens. Me: Were
there any sort of technology? Sis: No. Just gardening.
Me: Are there any more questions I should ask? Sis:
The galaxy is flat, and everything is a circle. Share
this: Like this: I just came back from a card game
with a friend who I have never met. We played a

game that I have never played. It’s an adaptation of
a game called “Master of Go.” The game was played

on a 4’ by 8’ cross table. Each side of the table
consisted of 8 players. The first move was a
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